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READING MEDIEVAL STUDIES 

NOT WORTH A PENNY 

Medieval French epic, 1 I ike that of ancient Greece and that of many 
peoples still actively producing and diffusing epics and epic songs today, is 
formulaic in style and character. Whether it was orally composed, like that 
of the Jugoslav gusleri and those of several Central Asian peoples recently re-
corded, is uncertain, and confirmatory evidence is lacking. It is however 
certain that it was very largely orally diffused, at least as late as the thirteenth 
century. In either case it is dear that the use of repeated formulas made the 
composition and memorising of these long poems much easier for the jongleur 
whose profession it was to perform them . Since the publication of Jean 
Rychner's book: La chanson de Geste, essai sur I'art ~pique des jongleurs in 
1956,2 the formulaic character of Old French epic has been generally recog
nised, though the controversy over the question whether the original method of 
composition was oral or written still rages . 

The formulaic unit in French epic is the hemistich of four or six syllables . 
Apparent whole line fonnulas occur but their hemistichs can be found also in 
other combinations. The presence of rhyme or assonance naturally causes con
siderable variation in the form of second hemistich fonnulas in the chanson de 
geste. Dr. Aspland 3 has recently pointed out that, owing to this circumstance, 
the original devisers of the farmulaic system of French epic versification found 
it necessary to work less with fixed invariable word-patterns (though such are 
of course also common, especially in the first hemistich of the epic line) than 
with clusters of variable syntactic word-patterns which allow the same thing to 
be said in a six-syllable phrase with a number of different rhymes or assonances. 
This formulaic cluster can also be further expanded to embrace variations of 
tense, person or number . 

In the present study I propose to examine one such group which has in
teresting historical and archaeological connections. This concerns the various 
ways of expressing derisory or minimal value by the basic idea 'not worth a 
penny' or 'twopence', or some other nearly valueless sum of money . 4 

It must be remembered that in the epic period, at least down to St. 
Louis' creation of the gros tournois (Fig.1) or grand blanc of twelve deniers or 
one sou tournois in 1266, the only coins actually circulating in France were 
pennies, deniers, of many kinds and very variable value and silver content, 
and the much less common halfpennies, mClailles or oboles. Reference to sous 
and livres in early texts are to money of account actually payable in deniers. 
Farthings, pites, to iudge by their present rarity, must always have been un-
common. I cannot discover that the word occurs in any epic formula. 

To take the general before the particular, the word denier itself appears 
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in this sense twice in the Chanson de Roland, but not at the assonance: 

and: 

Sis bons escuz un denier ne I i vo l t • 1. 1262. 

His good shield is not worth a penny to him, that is, does not 
protect him in the least; 

Tute lor leis un dener ne lur volt. 1.3338. 

All their faith is not wor th a penny to them, does them no good. 

However, denier is far more common at the rhyme in formulas of this 
type, where it occurs in the very numerous laisses ossonoting in ~ or rhyming 
in~. In this position it is in fact by far the commonest of all the 'not 
worth a penny' formulas. In fourteen epics which I seorched, some of them, 
long ones like Aspremont, Raoul de Combrai and the Romon d'Alexandre, 1 
found this type of formula no less than ninety-eight times. A few examples 
ore: 

Car Ii ne ses honors ne pris un sol denier . Aye d'Avignon, 2612 . 

for I don't value her or her fiefs at a single penny. 

Ne lor lairai Ie montent d'un denier. Raoul de Cambrai, 1633. 

Nor will I leave them the value of Q penny, a pennyworth. 

Del tuen nlevront vaillissant un denier . Charroi de Nimes, 334. 

They sha ll not have a pennyworth of your property. 

Occasionally the sum ot which a person, object or action is valued is 
twopence where a rhyme in - iers is required. 

l'orguel des Frans ne pris ie dos deniers. Aspremont, 9607. 

I don't reckon the pride of the Franks at twopence purchase. 

or even is set as high as fourpence: 

Ja nlen ovra va illant quatre deniers. Couronnement de louis, 226. 

He wi II never have four pennyworth of it. 

Of course denier also occurs in normal use as the coin itself. For ex
ample in the Char~Nimes we have: 
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Se gel sel.lsse ne mien Fusse oprochiez 
Qui me donast mil livresde denier. Charroi de Nimes, 563-4. 

Hod I known it I would not have approached it even if someone 
hod given me a thousand pounds in pennies; 

which incidentally shows the use of livre os money of account, and: 

Je te donrai un grant mu; de deniers. Couronnement de Louis, 2351 . 

I will give you a great bushelful of pennies. 

There are also some special uses like: 

De mon tresor vas doing Ie quart denier. Ibid., 392. 

I give you the fourth penny of my treasure, a quarter of my 
treasure. 

At least as common os the laisse assonating in -i!: or rhyming in -~ or 
~f is that which rhymes or assonotes in -,! from tonic free -~. Here the 
formula ends in denier monM~, a coined or struck penny, from monetotum. This 
seems to be about half as common os denier by itself, occurring forty-eight 
times in the texts which I searched. Curiously enough, the two formulas tend 
not to occur in the same poem. Denier mon~~ is found e leven times in Parise 
10 Duchesse, three times in Simon de Pouille, four times in Enfances Gui~, 
in none of which does denier appear alone. In Les Narbonnais, denier montM 
is found seventeen times, denier alone seven. On the other hand, we have 
denier alone twenty-three times in Aspremont, denier mon~1! once only; and in 
Raoul de Cambrai the proportion is fourteen for denier to twice for denier mon~IL 
In other poems the proportion is more nearly equ~ I can suggest no reason 
for these preferences os the two formulas rhyme or ossonate differently and 
laisses in both assonances are extremely common in all epics. 

and 

Examples of denier mon~1! are: 

Mais ne lor vaut un denier monMet. Raoul de Cambrai, 8705. 

But it is worth not a coined penny to them . 

N'avroiz qui vaille un denier mon~1! ... Les Narbonnais, 92 . 

You shall not hove a coi ned penny's worth .•• 

Where a rhyme in -~ is required, the value rises to twopence: 
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Je ne pris Mahomet deus deniers monl:!~s. Sj~ge de Borbastre, 1360. 

I don't value Mahomet at twopence in coin. 
pence for Mahomet. 

I don't give two-

And as with denier alone, denier mon~~ can olso refer to the actual 

Vignent a moi, je lor denrai asseiz 
Or el oriont et deniers mon~eiz. EnfancesGuilloume, 1767-8. 

Let them come with me, I will give them plenty of gold and 
s ilver and pennies in coin. 

The feminine laisse rhyming or assonoting in -~.t from £ from tonic free 
afollowed by otonic~ljke all feminine laisses, oGelatively infrequent 
occurrencei and the epic poets hove preferred to use the word denree (denorolo) 
pennyworth. It occurs sporadically in a fair number of the poems seorched, 
twenty-one times in all. It is found in the singular in laisses in -t:'e. 

Ainz n'en perdirent vaillant une denree. Charrai de Nimes, 1478 . 

Never did they lose a pennyworth of it. 

But I have not found it in the pi ural. 

It, too, can be used literally of a pennyworth: 

Por un denier dos granz pains i veismes; 
La denree vaut des en outre vile; ... Charroi de Nimes, 1910-11. 

We saw two great looves for a penny there, the pennyworth is as 
good as two penn'orth in any other town. 

Passing from the penny to the halfpenny we hove assonances ina~ with 
moille and;~with poitevine (Fig.2 ). The word maille, originally m#~ille or 
m8aille, has been variously derived from metallea or from medalia for medialia 
connected with medium, half. It seems likely, however, that there is a con
nection with the deniers and oboles which the Counts of Poitou struck at the 
silver-mining village of Melle and inscribed METALLO or METULLO, as these 
deniers came to be of very poor quality ond silver content and passed as mere 
half pennies. The fact that poitevin or poitevine, Q denier of Poutou, was 
synonymous with moille increases the likelihood of a connection with the 
tv\elle coinage andth~t the derivation from me~:.9 is correct. 

There is a passage in Huon de Bordeaux which seems to distinguish 
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poitevine from moille to the former's disadvantage: the jongleur is addressing 
his audience at the end of the day's instalment of the poem, encouraging them 
to come bock for more next doy: 

Et si vas proi coscuns m'eit portE! 
Upon de so chemise une m/;!aille nou!!; 
Cor en ces poitevines a poi de lorget!!; 
Avers fu et escars qui les Fist estorer, 
Ne qui ains les donna a cortois menestrel. Huon de Bordeaux, 

4987-91. 

And I beg thot each of you may hove brought me a (good) half
penny knotted in the toil of his shirt, for there is little worth 
(literally generosity) in those Poitou halfpence; He was a miser 
and a mean devil who had them struck and so was anyone who 
ever gave them to a courteous minstrel. 

This passage, which incidentally shows how you carried your money in 
the doys befae pockets, may perhaps be exploined by the fact that by the ~hir
teenth century moille hod become a general term for on obole or halfpenny of 
any kind, and could apply to the moille tournois or moilTe'PQrisis, with their 
relatively high silver content, no less than to the debased poitevine. The 
ratter seems to have enioyed a very bod reputation as the Renclus de tv\olliens 
calls 0 female forger of the coin of the realm 0 poitevineresse, a fabricator af 
false Paitou pennies or halfpence. 

I have only one example of poitevine at the rhyme : 

Un anelet qui ne vaut poitevine. Jean Bodel, Chanson des 
Saisnes, 11,15. 

A ring not worth a bose halfpenny . 

The masculine form poitevin is also known bwt not so for as I can discover in 
epic. 

tv\oille is a good deal commoner, usually in the older form mt!aille, 
than poi~e. It occurs eleven times in my te;~ts and can be used in the 
singular : 

La vieille broigne ne Ii valut mt!aille. Couronnement de Louis, 914. 

His old shirt of moil was not worth a halfpenny to him, did not 
protect him at all. 
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Tuil va Franceis ne volent pas m~oi ll e . Couronnement de louis, 
2433. 

All your Frenchmen are not wor th a halfpenny. 

and in the plural: 

Li escu de lor cols ne volent deus m8ailles. Alexandre, Bronch Ill, 
1815. 

The shields slung round their necks ore not worth a couple of 
halfpence. 

De moille can be used adjectivally: 

... Et si ne poise mie douze pains de mtloille. Ibid., 6351. 

And yet it (0 hauberk) does not weigh as much as twelve halfpenny 
loaves. 

Moille, too, like denier , can stond literally for the co in itse lf : 

Onques n'i a t offe rt maoille ne denier. Si~gede Barbastre, 7265. 

Never was there offered there 0 halfpenny or a penny. 

What may be regarded os the official rather than the colloquial designa
tion of the halfpenny, obole, I have not found at the rhyme and I have seen it 
only in three examples in the late epic of the Crusade Cycle, Baudouin de 
Sebourc in the form n'obole ne denier, neither a halfpenny nor a penny: 

A ses heirs ne demeure ne obole ne denier . Boudouin de Sebourc, 
VII, 385. 

There remains ne it her a halfpenny nor a penny for his heirs. 

Though the word ~, farthing, is rare and is apparently not found ot 
the rhyme in epic, the epic poet was not deprived of an eguivalent of 'not 
warth a farthing'. 

The bishaps of le Puy en Velay struck, from some time in the eleventh 
century, a large silver denier with on the obverse 0 cross and the word MONETA 
and on the reverse SC MARIAE and a characteristic six-branched cross deriving 
from the chi-rho monogram, t., the inscription meaning tv\oney of St. M.ory. 
Originally a sound coin of good silver content it rapid ly became debased. 
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Heavily alloyed with copper, reduced in size and with its legend blundered 0( 

replaced by a wavy line, it come to pass for no more than the half of a denier 
(Fig.3). The corresponding moille or abale was then treated os a quarter 
denier. By the latter part of the twelfth century this last coin, widely circu-
1"O'te'dby the numerous pilgrims to Notre Dame du Puy, was the general equiva
lent of a farthing throughout France. As such we find it used as on expression 
of minimal or derisory value in the forms ~iois or ~ (Fig . 4) (podiense)ond 
olso in the feminine pujoise, pojoise, and used ot the rhyme or assonance in 
masculine la i!'.Ses in -~ cnd feminine ones in ~-~. Sometimes one ~ and 
sometimes two is the sum ot which on action, person or object is assessed. It is 
not common and I did not find it in the texts I searched but here is an example 
in the masculine: 

line doute arme valissant deus puiois. Ogier Ie Danois, 11241. 

He fears no arm to the extent of two farthingsworth, i.e., at all. 

and in the feminine: 

Se ne sequeurt "-Aaugis ne vaut une p[o]joise. "-Aaugis d'Aigremont. 
[MS. Montpellier H.247, fol.I66.] 

If he does not help tv\augis he is not worth a farthing. 

When the Carolingian realm finally dissolved into a chaos of feudal 
anarchy in the late ninth and tenth centuries, the various local dignitaries, 
counts, dukes and marquises, whose offices had originally been royal appoint
ments limited in time, personal, and withdrawabl e at the will of the monarch, 
succeeded in transforming these posts into permanent heritable territorial 
domains, held of the crown on a feudal tenure which, in the case of the more 
powerful of these feudatories, amounted to little more than a voluntary acknow
I edgement of suzerainty. 

The control of the coinage was in theory a jealously guarded royal 
prerogative, and such in England it has always remained. The few privilege 
mints of such ecclesiastical dignitaries as the Archbishops of Canterbury and 
York, the bishop of Durham and the abbots of Bury and Reading were under 
strict control and might strike only royal money of correct legal standard with 
some small mark or sign for difference. No layman in England ever enioyed 
coinage rights, though in the anarchy of Stephen's reign a few baronial pennies 
were struck illegally. 

Very different was the picture in France. Poor communications in 
medieval Europe made any kind of centralised minting system impossible in a 
country of any size, and even under Charlemagne the control of minting had 
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to be entrusted to local dignitaries, counts and dukes, and to ecclesiastics, 
bishops and the abbots of the greater monasteries. Occasionally these were 
permitted to set their names alongside the royal nome or monogram on the 
deniers s.;ruck under their control. Among the dozen such names of laymen 
of Charlemagne's day is found a Rodlan who has inevitably, but without any 
sort of proof, been identified with the Britannic; limitis praefectus who lost his 
life on 15 August 778. 

The presence of these names represented, however, an acknowledgement 
of responsibility, like those of the 'moneye~1 which appear on all Englishcoins 
down to Edward l's reign, not an asserti on of independence. Indeed, Charles 
the Bald by his edict, mode o t Pttres in Normandy on 15 June 864, tried to es
tablish a sing le type of denier and to reduce the number of mints to ten. That 
edict seems to have remained largely a deod letter, and under Charles's suc
cessors the flood of budal coinage began. 

It begon, in fact, rather tentatively; at first there wauld usually be a 
royal monogram or nome, e.g:, LVDOVICVS REX, KAROLVS REX FR[ANCORUM] 
on the obverse , retained, often in a debased form, trom an earlier reign to give 
as it were on oir of official respectability to the coinage, accompanied by the 
name, often reduced to on initial, of the issuing dignitary, and on the reverse 
the usual cross with the name of the territory for which the coinage was des tined. 

Thus, the Counts of Chalon sur Scone began in the late t~nth century 
with a penny ostensibly of king Lothair and reading LOTARIUS REX with a large 
B for Burgundia, and on the reverse the cross and CAVILON CIVil for civitas, 
City of Chalon. By the time of their successor Duke Hugh III of Burgun~ 
(1162-93) I,0TAR IUS ,~EX has given way to I:!UGO JlV1(llUR[G.l:IND IEl. 

By the period between 1090 ood 1300, during which nearly al l the sur
viving chansons de geste were composed, dozens of authorities of every kind 
were striking their own feudal deniers, from great territorial magnates like the 
Count of Anjou and the Duke of Burgundy, and great lords spiritual like the 
Archbishop of Lyon with his proud inscription PRIMA SEDES GALLIARUM, down 
to petty barons like the Counts of Melgueil. The illegibledenie~-;"ergoire 
(Fig . S) produced by these lost imitating the coinage of Narbonne, enjoyed a 
wide circulation in the South and, after the counts had in 1215 been dis
possessed by the Albigensian crusaders, continued to provide a good income to 
the bishops of Moguelonne to whom the pope mode over their county . Their 
coinage rights passed final I y to the house of Aragon as lords of neighbour ing 
N\ontpell ier. 

Rutebeuf in the Oil de I'Herberie 5 or Cheapjack's Patter which depicts 
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the 'spiel' of a thirteenth-century vendor of cure-oils, hos a passage which 
well demonstrates the monetary confusion existing in France at thot period : 

Or Qstez les chaperons, tenclez les oreilles, regardez mes 
herbes que ma dome envoie en cest pais et en ceste terre; 
et por ce qu'ele vuet que Ii povres i puist oussi bien avenir 
come Ii riches, ele me dist que j'en feisse danree; quar 
tels a un denier en so borse qui n'o pas cinq livres; et me 
dist et me comondo que je preisse un denier de 10 monoie 
qui corroit el pars et on 10 contree ou je venroie: a Paris un 
parisi, a Orliens un orlenois, a Estampes un estampois, a 
Bar un borrois, a Viane un vionois, a Clermont un clermond
ois, a Dyier, un diionnois, a tv\ascon un mosconois, a Tors un 
tornois, a Troies un treessien, a Rains un rencien, a Prouvins 
un provenoisien, a Amiens un moncien, a Arras un artisien, 
a Mans un mansois, a Chartres un chartain, a Londres en 
Aing leterre un esterlin; par du pain, por du vin a moi, por 
de fain, por de I'avoine a mon "roncin; quar tels qui autel 
sert d'autel doit vivre. 

Now toke off your hoods and stretch your ears and look at my 
herbs that my lady is sending to this country and to this land; 
and because she wishes the poor man to be able to obtain them 
no less than the rich man, she told me to make them up in penny
worths; for a mon may well have a penny in his purse who h:ls 
not got a fiver, and she told me and ordered me to accept a 
penny of the money current in the country and in the district where 
I should come : in Paris 0 ~s, in Orleans on orlenois, in 
Etampes on esta~, in Bar a barrois, in Vienne a vianois, in 
Clermont a clermondois, in Oqan a dijonnois, in t-Mcon a 
masconois, in Tours a tournois, in Troies a treessien, in Reims a 
rencien, in Provins a pr~ien, in Amiens a penny of Mons, 
in Arras an artisien, in Le Mons a mansois, in Chartres a chartain, 
in London in England a penny sterling; to get bread and wine for 
myself and hay and oats for my nag, for one who serves on altar 
should live by the altar. 

The different manuscripts vary the list. 

It will be noted that the names of many of these assorted pennies end 
in -ois, and we shol l examine the use of some of them at the rhyme in epic 
formulas. The numerous forms in -ien appear not to occur at the rhyme, as 
laisses in -ien are extremely rare in epic, but parisis, chartain and estrel in 
will also engage our attention. - --
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I begi n wi th the monetary sys tem of the royal domain . The penny of 
the Cope ti an kings of France was originally I~ de nier paris is (F ig.6) of Paris. 
h was minted in a number of places besides the capitol, the names of some of 
which appear on the coins. Porisis is of fai rly frequent occurrence at the 
rhyme or assononce in epic metres, in re isses in -i or -is, wit h the usua l mean
ing of an object, person or action which is virtually w~rthless , J found seven 
examples in my texts and the dictionaries produce severo I more. The basic 
formu la is vail lant un parisis. For example: 

Que n 'en puisses conquerre vaillant un parisi s . Elie de St. G ille, 

Th , . h f· , ,·s wo<,h 0 Par,·s '6l. at you canna win so mue a I as 

penny. 

The supposed value is as often as not two porisis: 

and : 

Je ne quidase por tout I'or de Paris 
ler au motin, ains, que fus miedis, 
Ve rs nos durassent vaillant deus porisis. Raoul de Cambrai, 2646-8. 

For all the gold of Paris I would not have thought yesterday morn
ing before midday that they would have held out against uS to the 
ex tent of two Paris pennyworth, so, at 011. 

Je ne me pris vaillant deus porisis. Ibid ., 2805. 

I don't value myself at two Paris pennies. 

Par is is, li ke the other kinds of den ier, can also be used of the coin itself: 

Une grant mine Ii enfes prendre fist 
Et puis 1'0 foi l emplir de pari si5. t1~o~~e...!ordeaux, 1491- 2 . 

The young man had them take a great bushe l measure and then fi ll 
itwith~. 

Of all the ecclesiastical and borc.,;al coinages one was des tined to have 
on extraordinory career of success. The abbo ts of St. tv\ortin of Tours had 
minted royal pennies already under the Caroli ngians, and under the Capelian 
and Anglo-Angevin dynast ies continued to strike their characterist ic denier 
tournois (Fig.7), with its so- ca ll ed chastel design (really a degenerate ve rsion 
of the fa~ade of a classical temple der iving ulti mately from Roman antiqui ty) . 
When in 1204 Philip Augustus, having annexed the continental possessions of 
King John, was se ttling the rates of exchange for t he var ious deniers c ircu lat ing 
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in his dominions he fixed the denier tournais at one and a quarter to the £Orisis. 

Wishing o lso to discourage the use of the deniers of Anjou and Moine, 
which were the standard coinage of the former English provinces, he established 
mints in Tours and elsewhere in which he imitated the abbotsl coinoge, retaining 
SCS MARTINUS, Soint Iv\ortin, on the reverse and replacing the legend TURONUS 
elVI for c ivitas, city of Tours on the obverse by PHILIPUS REX (Fig. 8). He 
then struck countless silver pennies of tournais standard, which are still common, 
and which competed successfully with the baronial coinages and also with the 
royal~. This policy wes continued by Philip's successors, and though the 
parisi s continued to be struck down to the end of the Middle Ages, as late as 
Charles VIII's reign, the tournais system triumphed and con tinued in use until the 
Revolution . ---

The denier tournois was widely imitated in the feudal coinage. Even so 
for as Outremer it was closely copied by the de 10 Roche, Dukes of Athens and 
the Villehordouin of Achaeoj and the tornese remained the smallest copper coin 
of the Bourbons of Naples unti l the founding 'of the Kingdom of Itoly. 

Possibly because the great expansion of the circulotion of the tournois 
took place after most of the epics had been composed, at a time when the formu
las were already fixed, and because the use at the rhyme in la isses in -ois of 
some of the o ther coin names in -ois was well established before the inte~ention 
of Philip Augustus, I have on ly one example of its use in the usuol meaning of 
derisory worth : 

De mon service n'ai qi voile un tornois. Raoul de Cambrai, 728. 

For all my service I have not the value of a tournois. 

There is also on example of tournai s as the coin: 

Plus puet despandre chascun jar estellins 
Que nos ne fames tornais 0 parisis. l es Narb~~nais, 1965-6. 

He can spend more pennies sterling a day thon we can tournois 
or~. ----

The early Norman dukes, beginning with William longsword, 921-42, 
ot first struck barborous deniers of poor quality, but their practice of debasing 
their coinage for their own advontage caused friction with their subjec ts . After 
the failure of a compromise solution whereby they promised to mend their ways 
in return for 0 triennial fauage or hearth-tax, they gave up minting and pre
ferred to allow the coinage of neighbouring territories to circulate in their own. 
Their successors as kings of England continued this policy. 
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Nevertheless, the poor qual iff coins struck by the dukes, mostly with 
blundered and even illegible legends replacing the RICHAROVS cnd ROTOM
[AGUSJ CIVI(TAS), Richard (I Of 11 ) and city of Rouen, of their prototype 
(Fig.9), continued to circulate alongside the superior monsois and ongevins 
of fv\oine and Aniou which had replaced them as the coinage of Normandy. 
Known as romoisins or romesins (rotomagus -inus?) they provide a fairly fre
quently used measure of worthlessness in our texts. For example, we hove: 

Por Mohomet~ ne vaus un romOlSln 

Se ne lor fez foz les membres tolir. Prise d'Oronge, 1513-14. 

By tv\ohammed, you are not worth a bose Rouen penny if you 
don't hove all their limbs cut off. 

Despite the apparent acceptability of the explanation just given, 
romoisin/romesin poses some problems. Du Conge cites examples in latin in 
both masculine and feminine forms. Romesina he defined as 'M.onetae romanoe 
species quo utebantur Barenses in Apulia', a kind of Roman coin used by the 
people of Bari in Apulia, and he quotes the ch-onicle of Fulco of Benevento 
under the years 1139 and 1140, suggesting that it may have been same small 
Byzantine copper piece of slight value: 'incertum tamen an ita viii ores ac 
sereas Constantinopolitanorum Augustorum monetas appellarint'; it is not cer
tain if the nome was given to the more worthless copper coins of the emperors 
of Constantinople. The masculine form romesinus Du Cange glosses as: 'manetoe 
romanae species' and cites from a charier of on unidentified King Henry of 
England: 'Unum millenarium allecium vel quinque solidos romesinorum'; a 
thousand herrings and/or five sous (shillings) in romesins. He also quotes from 
Gregorio Grimaldi's History of the laws and magistracies of t~e kingdom of 
Naples, Book V, chop. 156: ' ... un ontica moneta Romano, Romesine chiamota 
... picciala delta follere'; an old Raman coin called a romesina ... a half 
farthing (?) 6 called a foil is. 

The explanation of the romesin as the Rouen den~ agrees satisfactorily 
with Du Cange's quotation from King Henry's charter but it seems hardly likely 
that the bose Norman pennies circulated in South Italy, where the coinage was 
partly of Byzantine origin and partly Arabic under the Norman dynasties. I 
can only suggest that the name may have been introduced by the Norman con
querors and was applied to the local copper cainage. 

The two most important magnates whase coinage ci rcu lated in most of 
North-Western France except Britanny were the Counts of tv\aine and the Counts 
of Aniou. The mansois, or denier, of Maine or Le tv\ans (Fig . 10), is a good 
example of the immobilisation and persistence of a coin type. Herbert I, 1015-
36, struck a good silver denier, with on the obverse his monogram ERBERTUS and 
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COMES CENO MANNIS, count of l e fv\ons, and on the reverse a cross with 
,-,(. and u..> depending from the cross bar and the legend SIGNUM DEI VIVI, 

the sign of the living God. It has been suggested, but not proved, that the 
bishop of Le Mons was associated with Count Herbert, which would account 
for the reverse design. This type remained unchanged for over two centuries 
and monsois, os tensibly of Herbert I, were still circulating and being struck 
in the mid-thirteenth century. A similar immobili sotion occurs in the English 
short-cross penny of Henry 1/ which remained unchanged, retaining the in
scription HENRICUS REX, from 1180 down to the middle of Henry Ill's reign 
in 1243, and more recently in the reverse (Britannia) type of our penny, un
changed from 1860 to 1970. 

I have found mansois occasionally in the epics, once as the usual ex
pression of minimal v~ 

T cute no terre nos met en tel des trois 
Qui n'i prenons valissont dous monsois . Girort de Viane red. 

Tar~, p.5.] 

He so lays waste all our land that we do not get two mansois value 
from it. ---

and a little more frequently as the coin itself: 

Oncar ai je un setier de mensais. les Norbonnois, 1565. 

I still have a gallon measure of mansois left. 

Even more important was the Count of Anjou who ultimotely, in the 
person of Henry Plantagenet, inherited, absorbed or acquired by marriage al
most all his neighbours' territories between the Scotch border and the Pyrenees 
and established that Anglo-Angevin empire which, though larger than the royal 
domoin, so quickly disintegrated. 

Count Folques Nerra, 987-1040, established the ongevin with a denier 
with his monogram FULCO and GRACIA 01 COMES on the obverse, and~ 
usual cross with AN[)ECAVIS CIV far CIVITAS, city of Angers, on the other 
face. His successor, Geoffrey II, 1040-60, kept the monogram, substituting 
GOSFRIDUS COIS (fac Comes) f", GRACIA DI COMES and adding 0<. and ~ 
ta the cross in imitation of his neighbour, Herbert of l e Mans. Foulques IV, 
1060- 1109, substituted his own nome FULCO for GOSFRIDUS (Fig. II}, but 
thereafter the angevin remained unchanged until driven out of circulation by 
the denier tournois in the thirteen th century. 

Angevin is a convenient measure of worthlessness for use in epics as it 
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has a feminine ~ngevine and so can be used in loisses assonoting in -2 or -@ 
and rhyming in -~ or -ine. As such loisses ore not very common, its use is 
rother infrequent. I found it five times in my texts both in the masculine : 

L'une n'o\lro $onz I 'outre vaillant un engevin . • . Si~ge de 
Barbostre,2836 . 

The one will not hove an Anjou penny's worth without the other. 

and in the feminine: 

Je ne vous loisseroie vaillant une angevine. Elie de St Gilles, 937. 

I would not leove you the value of on ongevin. 

The dukes of Brittany struck anonymous deniers in the late twelfth and 
early thirteenth centuries with a cross on each face and the names of their three 
towns in Rennes, Nantes and Guingomp in which the coins were produced. 
Nontois (Fig.12) is the only ~e I have found in the usage with which we are 
concerned, and the only Caie I hove found is in Rutebeuf's propaganda poem for 
St, louis ' lost crusode, li Diz de 10 Voie de Tunes : 7 

Cheval ier qui ne suit ne pris pas un nantois. 

I do not reckon at a nantois the worth of a knight who does not 
ioin up. 

Orlenois (Fig.13), estampois (Fig.14) and mosconnois (Fig.15) are also 
found rarely in this sense in epics. Orl~ans, Etampes and Mclean were all 
really royal mints producing the royal coinage, but in the early period, and os 
late as the reign of louis VII, the names of these towns appeared on the coins 
struck in them. Orlenois occurs in the concrete sense in les Norbonnais, 
2572, ---

Je nel v05isse par cent sous d'orlenois. 

/could not wish it for a hundred sous in orlenois. 

Raoul de Carrbrai has on example of estampois in the usual sense of minimal 
value: 

N' j ai conquis vail lant un estampois. Raoul de Cambrai, 723. 

I ha ve not gained on Estampes pennyworth by it. 

And Jean Bodel makes a similar use of masconnois in Les Saisnes: 
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Ne 'Jout as Soisnes crme un denier mosconnois. Jean Bodel, 
Soisnes II, 187. 

No weapon is worth a tv'Idcon penny to the Saxons, is of any 
use to them. 

Already in the tenth century the Counts of Chartres were striking 0 

clumsy and primitive denier (Fig.16) on which no mention is mode of any royal 
name. The reverse has the usual cross with CARTIS CIVITAS and the obverse 
an extremely abstract version of a human head with no inscription. This head 
type is common in the orea South-West of Paris. It originates in a tenth
century type found at Chinon in Touraine and or-curs in varying states of dis
integration olso on the coins of Blois, Vendome, Choteoudun, Perc he and 
Romorontin; the Chartres version is perhaps the most primitive of all. 8 

The chartoin occurs occasionally in the rather infrequent laisses in -ain 
in the epics~ave an example of vaillissant un chartain in Gaufrey: 

IVIes dessous at la pel d'un mal serpent crestain 
Si qu'il n'en empira vaillissant un charta;n. Gaufrey, 3508-9. 

But under it he had the skin of an evil crested serpent so that 
it was not harmed to the extent of the value of a Chartres penny. 

Occasional .ly foreign coins are used in the epics in the sense with which 
we are concerned. The belois (Fig .17), the denier or pfennig of the bishops of 
Basel, a very thin uniface coin of the type known as a bracteate with incuse 
reverse, seems to hove enjoyed the usual poor reputation, and is not infrequently 
found as a measure of worthlessness. It is not easy to see why as there were 
alreedy available a considerable number of French ;..ennies with nOmes in -ois. 
I take on exampl e from Raoul de Cambroi: 

En cest pai's n'ai ami si cortois 
Que vers ces deus me vabist un balois. Raoul de Cambrai, 721-2. 

In this country I have no friend so courteous as to be worth a 
Basel penny to me compared to these two. 

The pfennig of the Archbishops of Cologne, the collognois (Fig.18), 
occurs in Aiol in a passoge in which its exchange value is set relatively low, 
but it is not at the rhyme and does not indicate minimal worth: 

Quatre sovs porter~s, fieus, de deniers; 
Ceus fer~s a vostre oste sempre cangier. 
S'arEfs de colognois cinc sous u mieus. Aiol, 242-4. 
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My son you shall take four sous wortn of pence and 
get your host to change the~~t once and you will hove 
five sovs worth or more of Cologne pennies. 

A.nd now finolly, a word on the eslrelin or esterlin. The English penny 
sled ing was certainly the doyen of West European medieval coinage. Except 
for one deplorable episode in the sixteenth century, when Henry VIII debased it 
to put money in his pocket, the standard of the English coinoge remained con
sistently at the Sterling rote of 925 thousandths pure silver down to 1920, though 
the penny, origina lly of the twenty-four groins of the Troy weight tobi e, hod 
been reduced to holf thol by Edward IV's time. 

Philip Augustus fixed the rote of exchange of the estrelin in 1204 at tfvee 
deniers tournais, and this rate still held good seventy years later when Edward I 
matched St louis's gros tournoi s of twelve deniers with his fourpenny sterling 
groat. Thereafter the long and sorry tole of the debasement of the French coin-
age began . 

The estrelin was on influentiol coin and gove a standard to mush of the 
coinage of Northern Europe . The Renclus de IY.olliens 9 tells us: 

Ausi sont tout estrelinois 
Yrois, Escot et Ii Donois, 
Et Frison et chi I de Hollande. 
Tyois, Brabant et Avalois 
Tienent des ~strelins les lois 
Et Flamant et Ie gent vermonde. (adM,25.1. 

So the Irish, Scots and Danes, the Frisians and the men of Holland 
ore all sterling folk. low Germans, Brabanters and lower Rhine
landers and the Flemings and the people of Vermandois all keep 
to the sterling standard. 

From the fourteenth century Edward I's long-cross pennies (Fig .19) were 
much imitated, usually in debased metal, by the feudal issuers of money on the 
continent. We have in France bogus or imitation estre lins put out by the Dukes 
of lorra ine (Fig .20), the counts of Flanders, the bishops of Cambrai and Toul 
(Fig . 21), such minor personages as the counts of Chiny and the lords of Florennes 
(Fig.22), and mony more in Germon~ and the low Countries. These, known as 
~s, crockords or lushbournes, 0 were not well thought of in England, 
where they could too easily pass as the current coin of the realm. 

II is on ly fair to odd thot the deniers, doubles and gros tournois of the 
kings of France were even more assiduously imitated by their semi-independent 
subjects, who seem to have wavered between a wish to assert their importance 
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with originol types of their own, and the desire to turn a dishonest penny by 
imitating those of their overlord in dubious bullion. 

It is perhaps significant that I have found no example of estrelin as a 
measure of worthlessness though such may exist. It is occasionally used of the 
coin itself in a concrete sense : 

D'esterlins biens 10 borse Ii empli. Gaydon, 104. 

He Filled his purse with glittering sterling pennies. 

We have seen its superior value demonstrated in the passage already quoted 
from Les Narbonneis , 1965-6: 

Plus puel despandre chascun jor esteJlins 
Que nos ne fomes lorna is 0 parisis. Les Narbonnei5 , 1965-6. 

He con spend more pennies sterling a doy than we con deniers 
tournais or porisis. 

So with the estrelin, which in the period of composition of the epics 
was worth considerably more than the French pennies, I close this survey of 
the formulas of minimal worth. 

DAVID J .A. ROSS 
BIRKBECK COLLEGE, LONDON 
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1. The editions quoted ore: 

La Chonson de Roland, ed. F. Whitehead, Oxford, 1942. 
Aye d'Avignon, ed. S.J. 80rg, Geneva, T.L.F., 1967. 
Raoul de Cambroi, ed. P. Meyer and A. Longnon, Paris, S.A.T . F., 

1882. 
Le Chorroi de Nimes, ed. J.L. Perrier, Paris, c.f.m.d., 1966. 
Le Chanson d'~premont, ed. L. Brondin, Paris, cor.m.o., 1923-4. 
le Couronnement de louis, ed . E. langl ois, Poris, c.f.m.d., 1925. 
Parise 10 Duchesse, ed. F. Guessord and l.larchey, Paris, 1860. 
Simon de Pauille , ed. J. Boroin, Geneva, T. l.F. 1968. 
Les Enfances Guillaume, ed. P. Henry, Poris, S.A.T.F., 1935. 
les Norbonnais, ed. H. Sucher, Paris, S.A.T.F., 1898. 
le Sil!ge de Borbastre, ed. J . l. Perrier, Paris, c.f.m.a., 1926. 
Huon de Bordeaux, ed" P. Ruelle, Brussels/Paris, 1960. 
Jean Bodel, Chanson des Saisnes, F. "-"enzel and E. Stengel, Jean 

Bodels Saxenlied, Port I, Marburg, 1906i Part II, Marburg, 1909. 
The Old French Roman d'Alexandre, Vol.lI, ed. E.C. Armstrong, 

D.l. Buffum, B. Edwards and l.F.H. Lowe, Versian of Alexandre 
de Paris, Critical Text , Princeton, Elliott Monographs 37,1937. 

Baudouin de Sebourc, {ed. L. N. Boca}, li Romans de Bauduin de 
Sebourc, 2 vols., Valenciennes, 1841. 

Ogier ~is, ed. J. Barrols, La Olevalerie Ogier de Danemorcke 
Paris, 1842. 

Elle de St Gille, ed. G. Raynoud, Paris, S.A.T.F., 1879. 
Girort de Viane, ed. P. Tarb~, Reims, 1850. Also ed. G. Yeandle, 

New York, 1930. 
Goufrey, ed. F. Guessord and P. Chabaille, Paris, 1859. 
Aiol, ed. J. Normand and G. Raynaud, Paris, S.A.T.F., 1877. 
Goydon, ed. F. Guessard and S. Luce, Paris, 1862. 
La Prise d'Orange, ed. C. R~£nier, Pods, Bibl.fr. et romane S~rie B, 

edns. edt. de textes 5, 1966. 

2. And see especially, J. J. Duggan, The Son-.a. of Rola~~~~ormula~!t!!. 
and poetic craft, Berkeley/Los Angeles/London, 1973. 

3. C. W. Aspland, ~ For":1u1os and Formulaic. Expressions contoining 
the -ant forms in 12th century French Verse, St Lucia, Queensland 
Univ. Press, 1970. See also Duggan, op.cit. 
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4. The subject is treated, but not 05 a type of epic formula, in U. T. Holmes 
Jr., 'Coins of Little Value in Old French literature', Medieval Studies 
XIX, 123-8. 

5. Text from A. Kressner, Rustebuefs Gedichte, Wolfenbtlttel, 1885, 
p. 119, 11.1-16. E. Foral and J. Bastin, Oeuvres compl~tes de 
Rutebeuf, Vol.lI, Paris, 1960, 278 print a shorter version. '0 Amiens 
~ien' . The text reods : '0 miens un moucien'. Possibly we 
should read : '0 tv\ons un moncien, in Mons a moncien'. The final 
phrase, 'cor tels qui ... vivre' is an ecclesiastical proverb. 

6. Picciolo was a small copper coin current in Florence worth less than a 
forthi n9. 

7. Ed. Kressner, pp.41-5, 1.52. Ed. Farol and Bastin, VoLI, 461-8. 

8. The most accessible illustrations of these and the other feudal coins 
mentioned here are in E. Boudeau, CataloguetJl!nt!ral iliustrl! ... de 
Nionnoies Franc;aises {Provincio les}, Reprint, Paris, 1970, pp.25-32. 

9. A.G. Von Hamel, U Roman) de Caritl! et Miserere, du Renclus de 
Nioiliens, Paris, 1885, Biblioth~que de IIEcoie des Houtes Etudes, 
Fosc . 61 & 62, p.14. 

10. From luxembourg, John the Blind being 0 particularly shameless 
offender . 
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Fig.T. Gras Tournois of St louis 

Fig.3. Debased Denier (Poujois) 
of le Puy 

Fig.5. Denier ~190ire of the 
Counts of Ntelgueil 

, 

Fig.? Denier Tournois of the 
Abbots of St Mortin de Tours 
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Fig.2. Iv\aille Poitevine of Melle 

Fig.4. 'POJES DEL PVEI' with 
legend in french 

Fig.6. Denier Porisis of Philip II 
(Augustus) struck at Peronne 

Fig.S. Denier Tournois of Philip II 
(Augus'us) 
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Fig.9. Illegible Denier of the 
Dukes of Normandy. A Romesin 

/~7~!~~; 
~.~ 

Fig.l1. Angevin of Fulk Vof 
Anjou 

Fig.13. Orlenois. Royal Denier 

struck at Orleans 

Fig .15. Wiosconnois. Royal Denier 
struck at ,v.ocon 
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Fig.lO. ,v.onsois. Denier of Herbert 
I of Maine 

Fig.12. tv\antois. Anonymous Denier 
of the Dukes of Brittany 

Fig.14. Estampois. Royal Denier 
struck at Etampes 

Fig.16. Chartain. Anonymous Denier 
of the Counts of Chartres 
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Fig.I? Two Salois. Bracteate Pfennigs 
of Bishop lutold of Basel 
(1238-49) 

Fig.19. Estrelin. Long cross Penny 
of Edward I or II 

Fig.21 . Estrelin of Thomas de 
Bourlemont, Bishop of Toul 
(1330-53) 
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Fig.IS. Colognois. Pfennig of 
ASP. Philip of Heinsberg (1167-
91 ) 

Fig.20. Estrelin of Raoul Duke of 
Lorroine (1329-46) 

Fig.22. Estrelin of Gaucher de 
Chotillon as lord of Florennes 




